Homologous recombination is an important mechanism for genome integrity maintenance, and 36 several homologous recombination genes are mutated in various cancers and cancer-prone 37 syndromes. However, since in some cases homologous recombination can lead to mutagenic 38 outcomes, this pathway must be tightly regulated, and mitotic hyper-recombination is a hallmark 39 of genomic instability. We performed two screens in Saccharomyces cerevisiae for genes that, 40 when deleted, cause hyper-recombination between direct repeats. One was performed with the 41 classical patch and replica-plating method. The other was performed with a high-throughput 42 replica-pinning technique that was designed to detect low-frequency events. This approach 43 allowed us to validate the high-throughput replica-pinning methodology independently of the 44 replicative aging context in which it was developed. Furthermore, by combining the two 45 approaches, we were able to identify and validate 35 genes whose deletion causes elevated 46 spontaneous direct-repeat recombination. Among these are mismatch repair genes, the Sgs1-47
Top3-Rmi1 complex, the RNase H2 complex, genes involved in the oxidative stress response, 48 and a number of other DNA replication, repair and recombination genes. Since several of our hits 49 are evolutionary conserved, and repeated elements constitute a significant fraction of mammalian 50 genomes, our work might be relevant for understanding genome integrity maintenance in 51 Homologous recombination (HR) is an evolutionarily conserved pathway that can repair DNA 57 lesions, including double-strand DNA breaks (DSBs), single-strand DNA (ssDNA) gaps, 58 collapsed replication forks, and interstrand crosslinks, by using a homologous sequence as the 59 repair template. HR is essential for the maintenance of genome integrity, and several HR genes 60 are mutated in human diseases, especially cancers and cancer-prone syndromes (Krejci et al., 61 2012; Symington et al., 2014) . HR is also required for meiosis (Hunter, 2015) and is important 62 for proper telomere function (Claussin and Chang, 2015) . The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae 63
has been a key model organism for determining the mechanisms of eukaryotic recombination. 64
Our current understanding of the HR molecular pathway comes mainly from the study of DSB 65 repair. However, most mitotic HR events are likely not due to the repair of DSBs (Claussin et al., 66 2017), and can be triggered by diverse DNA structures and lesions, including DNA nicks, ssDNA 67 gaps, arrested or collapsed replication forks, RNA-DNA hybrids and noncanonical secondary 68 structures (Symington et al., 2014 ). An essential intermediate in recombination is ssDNA, which, 69 in the case of a DSB, is generated by resection of the DSB ends by nucleases. Rad52 stimulates 70 the loading of Rad51 onto ssDNA, which in turn mediates homologous pairing and strand 71 invasion, with the help of Rad54, Rad55, and Rad57. After copying the homologous template, 72 recombination intermediates are resolved with the help of nucleases and helicases, and the HR 73 machinery is disassembled (Symington et al., 2014) . 74
While HR is important for genome integrity, excessive or unregulated recombination in 75 mitotic cells can be deleterious. Indeed, even though HR is generally considered an error-free 76 DNA repair pathway, outcomes of HR can be mutagenic. For instance, single strand annealing 77 (SSA) occurring between direct repeats results in the deletion of the intervening sequence 78
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To explore the overall quality of the high-throughput replica-pinning screen and to 263 determine a cutoff in an unbiased manner, we performed Cutoff Linked to Interaction Knowledge 264 (CLIK) analysis (Dittmar et al., 2013) . The CLIK algorithm identified an enrichment of highly 265 interacting genes at the top and at the bottom of our gene list (ranked according to recombination 266 frequency), confirming the overall high quality of our screen, and indicating that we were able to 267 detect both hyper-and hypo-recombinogenic mutants ( Figure 2C ). The cutoff indicated by CLIK 268 corresponds to a recombination frequency of 87% for the hyper-recombination strains (75 genes; 269 Table 1) , and of 33% for the recombination-deficient strains (122 genes; Table 2 ). 270
271
Hyper-recombination genes. We assessed the functions of the 75 hyper-recombination genes 272 identified by our high-throughput screen ( Figure 2D) . As with the genes identified in the patch 273 screen, the genes identified in the pinning screen were enriched for DNA replication and repair 274 functions. Most importantly, at the very top of our hyper-recombination gene list (with 96% to 275 100% recombination), 11 out of 13 genes were identified in the patch screen and validated by 276 fluctuation analysis (Table S2) . We tested the two additional genes, CSM1 and NUP170, by 277 fluctuation analysis, and found that both had a statistically supported increase in recombination 278 rate ( Figure 2E and Table S5 ). Eighteen validated hyper-recombination genes from the patch 279 screen were not identified in the pinning screen, and so are false negatives. Although we have not 280 validated the weaker hits from the pinning screen (those with recombination frequencies between 281 87% and 96%), four genes in this range were validated as part of the patch screen (APN1, RMI1, 282 YLR235C, and RNH201), 9 caused elevated levels of Rad52 foci when deleted (APN1, NFI1, 283 Hypo-recombination genes. By contrast to the replica-plating screen, the pinning screen detected 289 mutants with reduced recombination frequency, with 122 genes identified ( Table 2 ). The genes 290 identified were functionally diverse, with no gene ontology (GO) processes enriched. Only 19 291 nonessential genes are annotated as having reduced recombination as either null or hypomorphic 292 alleles in the Saccharomyces genome database (SGD; accessed January 11, 2020 via YeastMine). 293
Of these, three genes (RAD52, LRP1, and THP1) were detected in the pinning screen. In addition, 294 other members of the RAD52 epistasis group important for effective homologous recombination 295 (RAD50, RAD54 and RAD55) displayed a recombination frequency lower than 33%, and RAD51 296 was just above the cutoff (Table S3) . Thus, our high-throughput replica-pinning approach detects 297 mutants with very low recombination frequencies. More generally, this observation suggests that 298 if the pinning procedure is properly calibrated, a high-throughput replica-pinning screen is able 299 not only to detect mutants with increased rates of a specific low-frequency event (in this case 300 direct-repeat recombination), but also mutants with reduced rates of the same low-frequency 301
event. 302 303
Validated hyper-recombination genes identified in both screens. We compared the genes 304 identified in the pinning screen with those identified in the patch screen, revealing 15 genes that 305 were identified in both screens, a statistically supported enrichment ( Figure 3A ; hypergeometric p 306 = 1.2x10 -21 ). Combining the results of the two screens, we validated 35 genes whose deletion 307 results in elevated spontaneous direct-repeat recombination (Table 3) . Analysis of the group of 35 308 hyper-rec genes revealed 68 pairwise protein-protein interactions ( Figure 3B ), with many cases 309 where several (if not all) members of the particular protein complex were identified. We found 310 that 29 of the hyper-rec genes had at least one human orthologue (Table 3) and Aguilera, 2003), DST1, which encodes a transcription elongation factor and is anti-400 recombinogenic (Owiti et al., 2017) , and the flap endonuclease encoded by RAD27, which is 401 involved in Okazaki fragment processing (Balakrishnan and Bambara, 2013) (Table 3) . 402 restricting fork rotation genome-wide during replication; they perform this role independently of 414 their interacting partner Mrc1, which we did not identify in our screen (Schalbetter et al., 2015) . Ben-Shitrit, T., Yosef, N., Shemesh, K., Sharan, R., Ruppin, E., Kupiec, M., 2012. Systematic 551 identification of gene annotation errors in the widely used yeast mutation collections. Nat. 552 ABZ2  APN1  CHL4  CSM1  CSM3  DFG16  DST1  ELG1  HTA2  HYR1  MGS1  MLH1  MSH2  MSH6  NUP170  PMS1  RAD27  RAD4  RAD6  RMI1  RNH201  RNH202  RNH203  RRM3  SGS1  SKN7  THP2  TOF1  TOP3  TSA1  VMA11  YAP1  YDL162C  YER188W 
